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        Nourish Your Body and Mind with our Three New Tea Blends
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            Cherry Zen, a serene blend of carefully selected ingredients designed to promote relaxation, bala...
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            Orchard Spice Nectar is a revitalizing blend of carefully selected ingredients renowned for their...
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            Mindmender is a harmonious blend of botanicals meticulously curated to uplift your mind and invig...
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            Greek Mountain tea grows wild in the Mediterranean region and is prized for unique benefits. This...
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            Based on Tim Ferriss' Titanium tea recipe, our enhanced version contains 3 teas (Purple, Pu-erh, ...
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              Our Tea & Book Club is Here!
            

            
              We love to read... we love tea... so we thought we'd combine the 2! Want to follow along our reading list this year? Try reading it with our suggested tea and get 10% off that tea during that month!
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              Trugrit Energy Tea
            

            
              A more effective start to your day, Trugrit combines Purple Tea, Yerba Mate, and Pu-erh to give you the smoothest and most effective mornings possible
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              New!
            

            
              Introducing our new Moroccan Mosaic Tea Cups
Available in three beautiful colorways, the unique glazing process on these ceramic mugs guarantees that no two mugs are alike.
Save 10% when you buy the set!
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              Medicine Ball Tea
            

            
              With the weather getting colder and get-togethers for the holidays, there's no better time to stock up on ways to help yourself get some relief when you're feeling under the weather. Our feel-good blend of green citrus mint tea and peach chamomile herbal tea is sure to give you a comforting embrace with every cup.
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              Whistling Kettle Tea University
            

            
              Introducing The Whistling Kettle’s Tea University, your go-to resource for all things tea. From its origins to modern blends and flavors, we're here to educate and inspire tea enthusiasts of all levels.
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              Tea of the Month Club
            

            
              Looking to sample a variety of tea every month? Look no further than The Whistling Kettle's tea of the month club.
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              Everything for Tea
            

            
              Shop our selection of expertly curated teaware accessories to help you brew the perfect cup of tea every single time.
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              Hemp Teas
            

            
              Now available in loose-leaf form.
Get all the benefits of CBD in a delicious cuppa.
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              About The Whistling Kettle
            

            
              A Premium Loose Leaf Tea Shop.
Since 2004 The Whistling Kettle has been serving the best loose leaf teas at our three restaurant locations. We have since expanded to make our tea blends and merchandise available for purchase online!
We're a family-owned business that strives to make the world's best loose leaf tea accessible to everyone through our distinctive blends, variety of flavors, and dedication to delivering the highest quality tea products.
Our goal is to make it easy for you to enjoy the perfect cup of tea, no matter where you are. Whether you’re at home or on the go, we have the perfect cup for you.
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        Subscribe and Save

        Discover a world of specials, tantalizing recipes, and exclusive access to flash sales in our weekly newsletter. Don't miss out - sign up today and unlock tremendous savings!
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